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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a library of reusable model compone
for visual simulation of the Networked Computer Scien
Technical Report Library (NCSTRL) and illustrates how
visual simulation model can be developed for a ne
NCSTRL configuration by way of component reuse with n
programming. Such a repository of reusable mod
components can be created for visual simulation of a
digital library for the purpose of performance evaluation a
tuning and conducting what-if analyses for different syste
design configurations.

KEYWORDS:  Component-based development, NCSTRL,
performance evaluation, reusability, visual simulation

INTRODUCTION
Large-scale digital library (DL) designers and engineers fa
significant technical challenges in providing adequa
response time to users [5, 6]. Substantial advances
hardware technology make the CPU faster and faster ev
year. However, I/O hardware technology has not kept up. 
speed continues to be the main hardware performa
bottleneck. Better designs and better tuned configurati
may help meet this performance challenge.

Building digital libraries with excellent performance require
design evaluation and what-if analysis for which simulatio
is a very powerful tool. Although developing a simulatio
model of a complex DL is an onerous task, recent advan
in object-oriented visual simulation enable component-bas
model development with almost no programming.

Component-based development is becoming increasin
important [1, 3]. The NIST advanced technology program 
component-based software lists numerous benefits
component-based development [http://www.atp.nist.gov/a
focus/cbs.htm]. Such benefits can be realized in visu
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simulation of digital libraries by way of using the Visua
Simulation Environment (VSE).

The VSE technology has been developed over the last de
at Virginia Tech and Orca Computer, Inc. under $1.2 millio
research funding from the U.S. Navy. VSE enables discre
event, domain-independent, object-oriented, picture-bas
component-based, visual simulation model development 
execution for solving complex problems [1, 2].

This paper reports on the creation and use of a repositor
reusable model components for visual simulation of t
NCSTRL system. NCSTRL (pronounced “ancestral”) is
distributed digital library of computer science technic
reports from universities and institutions throughout t
world. For a description of NCSTRL, please see [4, 7].

The next section describes the characterization of so
workload components. Then we present the developmen
the library of reusable model components for visu
simulation of the NCSTRL system. Before concludin
remarks, we illustrate component-based visual simulat
modeling of the NCSTRL system.

WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION
Log data collected at three NCSTRL servers, name
Corne l l ,  Vi rg in ia  Tech and UCLA,  were used to
probabilistically characterize the query inter-generatio
times (i.e., the time elapsed between the time a ser
receives a query and the time it receives the next one) f
user population. Data on query inter-generation times w
collected over a period of three days. We used the Exper
[8] software product to fit a probability distribution to th
collected data. Table 1 describes the probability distributio
identified as the best fit by the software.

The log data collected at the three servers also was studie
an effort to probabilistically characterize the server respo
times to queries. However, log entries did not conta
sufficiently precise data that could be used for th
characterization. Therefore, the triangular probabili
distribution was used to characterize this stochas
phenomena in the absence of sufficient data. Minimu
mode and maximum values of the response times w
obtained from the server log files as shown in Table 2.
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The transmission time of requests from one server to another
was determined by examining log entries. By collecting
performance data at different t imes of the day, we
characterized the network delay at different servers. Broadly,
these delays were classified into two categories: normal
(uniformly distributed between 2 and 5 seconds) and heavy
(uniformly distributed between 8 and 12 seconds).

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LIBRARY OF REUSABLE 
MODEL COMPONENTS
The library contains nine reusable model components as
shown in Figure 1. Each component is described below.

Each instantiated component o
an object in VSE is given a
unique identification called
object reference. This reference
is used for message passing.

Top Level
This component models the
in te rac t ions  among the
NCSTRL regions in the world. It
be longs  to  the  VSE c lass
GlobalSystem and exhibits the

following behavior (methods).

• iAmRegion: is sent by all the regions within the system. 
contains a reference to the region as well as all the M
(Merged Index Server) servers within the region. 

• CISServerIs: The region containing the CIS (Centra
Index Server) server sends this message to the Top L

so that its identity can be
sent to all other servers in the
system by the Top Level.

• allMISServersAre: calls the
“MISServersAre” method in
each region and passes a lis
of references to al l  MIS
servers within a system. 

• replicationStarted: performs
some initialization for the
simulation start-up.

• Initialization: sends the
references (identities) of the CIS server and MIS serv
to the regions in the system at simulation start-up.

Region
This component models the interactions among the serv
and user populations in a region. It belongs to the VSE cl
Region and exhibits the following behavior (methods).

• iAmDienstServer: is sent by each Dienst Server withi
the region. The region composes a list of all Dienst 
Lite servers within that region and sends the list alo
with the MIS and Backup server references to all t
servers within the region. It also sends all the MIS a
CIS server references to the Top Level along with its o
reference. 

• iAmLiteSite: is sent by each Lite server in the region. 

• iAmMISServer: is sent by each MIS server in the region

• iAmCISServer: is sent by the CIS server in the region.

• iAmBUPServer: is sent by the Backup server in th
region.

• otherServersAre: is sent by the Top Level to all region
within the system. It provides a list of references of a
MIS and CIS servers in the system.

Top Level
Region

Backup Server

MIS Dienst Server CIS

Lite Server QueryUser Population

Figure 1: NCSTRL reusable model components

 
Table 1: Probabilistic characterization of query inter-generation times

Dienst Server
Probability
Distribution

Location
Parameter

Scale
Parameter

Shape
Parameter

http://cs-tr.cornell.edu:80 Lognormal 0 4.0019 1.2725

http://ei.cs.vt.edu:8090 Lognormal 0 4.10995 1.30315

http://www.cs.ucla.edu:80 Lognormal 0 4.02783 1.15034

 
Table 2: Probabilistic characterization of server response times

Dienst Server
Probability
Distribution

Minimum Mode Maximum

http://cs-tr.cornell.edu:80 Triangular 0.768 1.678 4.234

http://ei.cs.vt.edu:8090 Triangular 0.918 2.153 3.623

http://www.cs.ucla.edu:80 Triangular 1.645 2.907 6.342
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• dynObjAscended: is sent either when a query is sent from
user to Dienst server or when a reply is sent from a
Dienst server to a user. Ascending dynamic object (query
or reply) is routed to its proper destination.

• replicationStarted: performs some initialization for the
simulation start-up.

• isBUPAvailable:checks if there is a backup server in the
region.

• revealIdentity:sends the references (identities) of the
Region and its MIS server(s) to the Top Level it is
contained in.

• sendLocalInformation: is sent by the region to all servers
within the region and it contains a list of references of all
Dienst servers, MIS server, Backup server in the region
and the CIS server (if any).

• sendMISInformation: is sent by the region to MIS
server(s) in the region and it contains a list of all MIS
server references in the system.

Dienst Server
This component models the behavior of a Dienst server that
receives a user query, searches its own repository of
technical reports, and simultaneously sends the query to all
other Dienst and MIS servers in its region. If some server
does not respond within the timeout limit, the Dienst server
then sends the query to its region’s backup server, if any.
When all contacted servers respond with query results, the
Dienst server returns the merged results to the user.

This component belongs to the VSE class DienstServer and
exhibits the following behavior (methods).

• replicationStarted: sends the reference (identity) of the
Dienst server to the region it is contained in at simulation
start-up. The region collects all the Dienst server
references within it and sends the list to each server.

• receiveServerList: returns a list of references of all
Dienst servers within a particular region.

• dynObjArrived: indicates the arrival of a query submitted
by the user. If the server status in the model is found to be
operational, a “searchFor” message is sent to all other
Dienst servers, the MIS server within the region and the
system CIS server (if any). The server also sets the
number of replies expected to the query. It schedules a
“timeOut” event for that query, whereupon it checks if all
expected responses for that query are received.

• timeOut: checks if all the expected responses to a
particular query are received. If not, it accesses the
Backup server of the region (if any). It schedules another
“timeOut”, whereupon a check is made to see if the
Backup server has responded within the time limit.

• backupServerTimeOut: checks if the Backup server of
the region responded to the query. If not, the Dienst
server sends all the responses it has been able to collect

so far to the user and informs the user of the servers 
failed to respond within the time limit.

• searchFor: is sent to a Dienst server by another Dienst
Lite server within the region as part of a distribute
search for the query received by the other server. If 
server receiving the message is up, it schedules the ar
of a response to the query at the sending server aft
time which is the sum of the search time and the netw
delay between the two servers. 

• replyToQueryArrived: is sent to a Dienst server by al
other Dienst servers, the MIS server within the regi
and the system CIS server (if any) in response to a se
request made by the server. It indicates the arrival o
reply to the search from the remote server.

Lite Server
This component models all of the Dienst server’s behav
except that it does not perform a search on its own sinc
does not possess a repository of technical reports. It belo
to the VSE class LiteSite and exhibits the following behav
(methods).

• replicationStarted: sends the reference (identity) of th
Lite server to the region it is contained in. The regio
collects all the Lite server references within itself an
sends them to each server.

• serversWithinRegionAre: returns a list of references of al
Dienst, MIS, Backup (if any), and CIS (if any) serve
within a particular region.

• dynObjArrived: indicates the arrival of a query submitte
by the user. The server checks if it is operational 
generating a uniform random number between 0 an
and comparing it with the probability of its going down
and if so, it then sends a “searchFor” message to
Dienst servers, the MIS server within the region and t
system CIS server. It also sets the number of repl
expected to the query. It schedules a “timeOut” event 
that query, whereupon it checks if all expected respon
for that query have been received.

• timeOut: checks if all the expected responses to 
particular query have been received. If not, it accesses
backup server of the region (if any). It schedules anot
“timeOut”, whereupon a check is made to see if th
backup server has responded within the time limit.

• backupServerTimeOut: checks if the backup server of th
region has responded to the query. If not, the Lite ser
sends all the responses it has been able to collect so f
the user and informs the user of the servers that failed
respond within the time limit.

• replyToQueryArrived: This message is sent to a Lit
server by all the Dienst servers, the MIS server within t
region and the system CIS server (if any) in response 
search request made by the Lite server. It indicates 
arrival of a reply to the search from the remote server.
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Merged Index Server (MIS)
This component models a Merged Index server which
possesses the indices of the Dienst servers of the NCSTRL
regions other than its own. It is accessed by the Dienst and
Lite servers in its region. It performs a search on its indices
and returns the result to the requesting server. It belongs to
the VSE class MISServer and exhibits the following
behavior (methods).

• replicationStarted: sends the reference (identity) of the
MIS server to the region it is contained in. The region
then sends the MIS server reference to all other servers
within the region.

• serversWithinRegionAre: provides a list of references of
all Dienst servers within a particular region.

• allMISServersAre: provides a list of references of all MIS
servers in the system.

• searchFor: is sent to the MIS server by a Dienst or Lite
server within the region as part of a distributed search to
a query received by the Dienst or Lite server. If the MIS
server is up, it schedules the arrival of a response to the
query at the sending server after a time, which is the sum
of the search time and the network delay between the two
servers.

Central Index Server (CIS)
This component models a Central Index server which
possesses the indices of all the Lite servers. It is accessed by
the Dienst and Lite servers. It belongs to the VSE class
BackUp and exhibits the following behavior (methods).

• replicationStarted: sends the reference (identity) of the
CIS to the region it is contained in at simulation start-up.

• searchFor: is sent to the CIS server by a Dienst or Lite
server within the region as part of a distributed search to
a query received by the Dienst or Lite server. If the CIS
server is up, it schedules the arrival of a response to the
query at the sending server after a time, which is the sum
of the search time and the network delay between the two
servers.

Backup Server
This component models the behavior of a Backup server
which possesses the indices of all the Dienst and MIS servers
in its region. It is accessed by a Dienst or Lite server when
the server times out on a query. The Backup server conducts
the search over its indices and returns the results to the
requesting server. It belongs to the VSE class BackUp and
exhibits the following behavior (methods).

• replicationStarted: sends the reference (identity) of the
Backup server to the region it is contained in. The region
then sends the Backup server reference to all other
servers within the region.

• serversWithinRegionAre: provides a list of references of
all Dienst servers within a particular region.

• searchFor: is sent to the backup server by a Dienst or L
server within the region if it times out on a response to
search from one or more Dienst or MIS or CIS server
the system. If the backup server is up, it schedules 
arrival of a response to the query at the sending ser
after a time, which is the sum of the search time and 
network delay between the two servers. 

User Population
This component models the submission of queries from
user group to a particular Dienst or Lite server. It belongs
the VSE class UserGroup and exhibits the followin
behavior (methods).

• dynObjectEnteredModel: schedules the random submis
sion of the next query to the server.

• dynObjArrived: indicates the arrival of a response from
the Dienst server to the query submitted by the user
retrieves the query submission time and calculates 
total time spent in responding to the query. 

• replicationStarted: schedules the submission of the fir
query from the user group upon simulation start-up.

Query
This component models the characteristics and behavior 
user query in the form of either a dynamic object or 
object-oriented message. For the purpose of animating
movements of queries in the system, the dynamic obj
representation is used. For the purpose of conducting l
experiments without animation, the message form is used

This component belongs to the VSE class Query and exhi
the following behavior (methods).

• setNumberOfRepliesExpected: sets the number of replies
expected for each query sent by the user.

• returnNumberOfRepliesExpected: is used by the Dienst
server originally receiving the query to check how ma
replies are received for each query submitted to th
Dienst server from the user population.

• setLocalServer: sets the destination server of the query 
the local server of the user.

• returnLocalServer: is called by the region to determin
the destination of a query and to send the query to t
destination.

• setOriginator: is called by the user originating the quer
to set the user’s object reference in the query so tha
server can distinguish between queries sent by multi
users.

• returnOriginator: is called by the region in order to
determine the destination of a query and to send 
query to the proper destination.

• decrementRepliesExpected: is called by the Dienst serve
which originally received the query. Each time the abo
mentioned server receives a response from anot



        
server, the number of replies expected for that
particular query is decreased by 1.

• recordItsSubmissionTime: records the query
submission time to a Dienst or Lite server
which is used to determine the average query
response time in the NCSTRL system.

• getSubmissionTime: returns the query
submission time.

COMPONENT-BASED SIMULATION 
MODELING OF THE NCSTRL SYSTEM
In this section, we illustrate the development of a
visual simulation model of a configuration of the
NCSTRL system with no programming by way
of reuse of  components f rom the l ibrary
(repository) described in the previous section.

Using the VSE Editor tool, we create a new VSE
model and make it depend on the NCSTRL
library model by using VSE’s Dependency
window [1]. All reusable components appear
under the “NCSTRL Library” tab as shown
in Figure 1. We instantiate a top level
representation by drag and drop of the Top
Level reusable component in the Palette
(Figure 1). Then we drag and drop the
Region component from the Palette and
instantiate three regions on the world map
as shown in Figure 2. 

The browser on top of the window in
Figure 2 shows the model’s top-down
hierarchical decomposition. We browse
through the model hierarchy by either
using the browser or by double-clicking the
deep components in the hierarchy. Clicking
“North America Western Region” in the
browser displays the corresponding
component layout. We instantiate, by way
of drag and drop from the Palette, the
servers and user populations as shown in
Figure 3.

After dragging and dropping a component
f rom the  Pa le t te ,  the  ins tan t ia ted
component is selected and the Inspector
tool is invoked. Using the Inspector, the
characteristics (instance variables) of the
component are specified by entering values
and graph ica l ly  connect ing  ob jec t
references.

Similarly, we instantiate the servers and
user populations in the “North America
Eastern Region” and “Southern and Central
Europe” components as depicted in Figure
4 and Figure 5, respectively.

Figure 2: Top level decomposition

Figure 3: North America western region
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After the model specification through reuse is
completed in the VSE Editor, the “Prepare for
simulation” menu option is invoked to
generate the executable version of the model
automatically. The VSE Simulator tool is
launched  to  p rov ide  the  run- t ime
environment. The animation of the NCSTRL
model is shown in Figure 6. The animation
speed can be adjusted by using the slider of
the Simulation Control window shown in
Figure 6. The animation can be turned on or
off throughout the model execution by
selecting or deselecting the Animation button.

The Simulation Control window enables the
specification of a statistical experiment with
the model. The experiment specification
shown in  F igure 6 ind icates that  the
simulation model is replicated 20 times, the
model is warmed-up for 1000 queries in each
replication, and the model is run in steady
state for 10,000 queries.

Statistical data collected during model
execution is written either to files within the

model structure or to text files outside of th
model structure. VSE Output Analyzer i
used to construct confidence intervals for th
model’s response variables or performan
measures. Other statistical analysis o
graphics (plotting) software can be used 
statistically and graphically analyze th
simulation output data.

The drag-and-drop reuse enables the creat
of complex models of different configuration
of the NCSTRL system with no programmin
whatsoever. A domain expert can easily bui
complex NCSTRL models and experimen
with them for a particular purpose such as (
comparing different NCSTRL operating
pol ic ies,  (b)  evaluat ing the NCSTRL
performance under a particular configuratio
(c) predicting the NCSTRL performance
under varying levels of workload, (d)
sensi t iv i ty  analys is  to  determine the
parameters and variables which significant
influence the NCSTRL performance, (e
tuning the NCSTRL performance, and (f
performing “what-if” analysis.

Figure 4: North America eastern region

Figure 5: Southeastern and central Europe region
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Component-based visual simulation model development of
the NCSTRL system is illustrated by using a library of
reusable model components. Reuse at the component level
brings complex visual simulation modeling to the domain
experts who are not necessarily simulation analysts.

More work is needed to better characterize different parts of
the workload and random phenomena. In order to collect the
low-level data required for such characterization, NCSTRL
must be instrumented internally for data collection. Upon
collection and analysis of much more data, we will be in a
position to characterize the stochastic elements within the
NCSTRL system with sufficient credibility. 
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